To Friends Everywhere,

Our Middle School group played a lot of games
Some helped us to learn each other’s names.

There were challenges in games that made us think
In Elbow tag we ran to find a link.

We calmed ourselves with Seneca Spirit Circle
Or filled in octagons with colors, like purple.

We listened to a story about kids learning to write:
*Word After Word After Word*, and we danced one night.

Bob Runyan and Jim Anderson did a radio show.
They interviewed historical Quakers so we could know

About them, and Stephen Meyers told us how much fun
Kids have at Quaker Center Camp, which some of us have done.

We attended the worship for memorials. It was long and sad,
Two of us spoke about Friends we’d had.

Thanks to our leaders, Sandy and Tom, Keenan and Nate,
They helped make our Middle School program really great.
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